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Lean Press, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A er two tough
years practicing law, Stan and his family take a well-deserved vacation to Colorado. Unfortunately, the vacation is cut short when a client is found
standing over the body of a dead IRS agent. It appears to be an open and shut case since Dusty Thomas has had a long feud with the dead agent
Bobby Tuttle and more than enough motive to kill him, yet he claims to be innocent. Stan s new partner Paula Waters convinces Stan to finish his
vacation promising to handle Dusty Thomas arraignment and get an investigation underway. While Stan is away, she makes good on her promise
and even manages to arrange financing for Dusty s defense. But Stan is mortified when he reads in the Colorado papers that a radical paramilitary
group, the Citizens Defense Alliance or CDA, is doing the funding. Since the CDA denies the legitimacy of the federal income tax and has been a target
of federal prosecutors for many years, Stan and Paula immediately come under the close scrutiny of the FBI and the press. To further complicate
matters, Stan s best client and close friend Tex Weller is reported missing by his wife. When Stan investigates his disappearance he finds a letter
that leads him to believe Tex is in Ecuador. While Stan is searching for Tex in Ecuador, Paula continues her investigation of Bobby Tuttle s murder
and quickly discovers a long list of enemies with motive to kill him. But her investigation is sidetracked when she learns Stan is missing and may
have been kidnaped. As weeks go by and Stan isn t found, she is forced to turn her attention back to the...
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